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This essay begins with an analysis of the Homeland War, which the Republic of Croatia won without a published National Security Strategy (NSS), and asks whether a small country such as Croatia needs or does not need a NSS. The essay continues by analyzing the values of the present 2002 NSS and its application in today's changed security environment, continuing with the recommendation that the NSS should be updated. The additional key points for the new NSS development found that the outdated NSS, as hierarchically the highest security strategy, causes significant problems when developing, and especially implementing the subordinated strategies and documents. The final analysis identifies problems in the insufficient national security system and the lack of political want to efficiently deal with national security issues. The essay ends with several recommendations for enhancing the national security system through necessary changes in legislation and establishing a new permanent board of the National Security Council that is responsible for crafting Croatian national security strategy and policy.
Developing and Implementing an Effective National Security Strategy for Croatia
Our defense is not in armaments, nor in science, nor in going underground. Our defense is in law and order.
-Albert Einstein 1 The Republic of Croatia decided in 1991 to be an independent democratic state and adopted its first national security strategy (NSS) on March 19, 2002 This essay examines the reasons why a new NSS is required and recommends which changes should occur in the current legislation in order to establish an efficient, integrated and comprehensive interagency planning system. The essay also explores the various factors underpinning the two unsuccessful attempts in developing a new NSS, and identifies the problems of developing and implementing subordinate strategies. Finally, the essay recommends the establishment of a new board that is part of the Croatian National Security Council with responsibility to craft the necessary 2 strategic documents required to guide Croatia's pursuit of her national interests using all the elements of national power (diplomatic, information, military and economic).  Suggest security and defense plans.
 Provides methodology and unique indicators for production of security, defense, and development plans.
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 Develop a security and defense plan.
 Provide all necessary policies for full implementation of this law in the next six months from the day when this law will be valid. The next step in accomplishing the strategic national goal happened in 1998 with a peaceful reintegration of the Croatian Danube Region (East Slavonia, Baranja and West Sirmium) in the Croatian constitutional and legal order. 12 It was a great example of the successful implementation of Croatian "unpublished" NSS because the Republic of Croatia managed civilian control over the entire national territory without firing a single bullet and without human casualties or serious violations of humanitarian law. This event typified Sun Tzu's aphorism that "to subdue without the enemy without fighting is the acme of military skill." 13 The Croatian reintegration also demonstrated how Croatia effectively used the ways of national soft power such as diplomacy, supported with military power, to realize its national goals.
These examples from Croatia's history show that even a small country can win a war without a written NSS, but only if it has prominent leaders who use words to transform vision into strategic reality. 14 The Croatian's first elected president, Franjo 6 Tudman, was that prominent leader. Croatia used all benefits of that approach to win the Homeland War, but the peace that followed brought new challenges.
Developing Quadrennial Defense Review, but there is not a timeline for when and how often it should be published. 18 This essay recommends that the Strategic Defense Review be published on a quadrennial basis in order to stay relevant to the changing strategic environment. The Defense Law should prescribe the time line and responsibility.
The First Croatian NSS All countries, regardless how big or small, want to protect their fundamental interests. That means that not only big, but also small and middle size countries should consider developing and implementing a grand strategy. 19 The Croatia is scheduled to join the EU on July 1, 2013, when all EU parliament members sign an accession contract. After that Croatia will be the 28th EU member. The reason for the deadline extension was not MOD's inability but the government's delay of publishing the decision for establishment of the working group.
The government published the decision on February 12, 2009, more than two weeks after the meeting of the National Security Council. However, the deadline mentioned not 13 only in the letter to NATO, but also in the Prime Minister's statement was extended until today. In conclusion, the main reason for failure to develop and implement a new NSS on time was the bureaucratic approach to such an important issue as national security.
On December 23, 2010, the Croatian Ministry of Defense (MOD) finally presented the draft of the new NSS for public debate. 34 The main presenter, the State
Secretary of MOD Pjer Simunovic, said the NSS draft was accepted by the National Security Council on December 14, 2010. The National Security Council concluded that the NSS draft would be refer for thirty days of public debate. After public debate, the Croatian government will conduct the final debate and make necessary changes in accordance with the public debate suggestions. This new NSS still has not been published by the government.
The Croatian government has been reluctant to publish the revised NSS without public debate. Two public debates conducted in January 2011 produced some objections. One of the objections was to the general approach in dealing with the main security challenge which allowed everybody to agree with NSS. 35 Consequently, the development of all future subordinate documents based on a generic NSS will cause problems when implementing the NDS and the NMS. An equally important deficiency was the neglect of the necessary means for implementing the NSS. Again all deadlines were extended. Only the draft of the NSS, named Croatia in the Era of Rapid Change from July 3, 2012, is available in the Ministries which participated in the NSS development. 40 The public debates for this most recent draft have not occurred yet. Actually, the public is largely unaware that the draft of the new NSS exists. It looks like the present political establishment does not want to make the same mistakes the previous political establishment did, when they put the NSS draft up for public debate before political consensus was reached. The newest version of the NSS draft is August 24, 2012 which means that the version for public debate and the parliament adaption is not ready. 41 What is interesting in the latest draft of the NSS is that the last chapter ends with almost the same wording as the existing NSS, expressing a requirement to continuously monitor relevant trends in order to update and adjust the NSS in accordance with circumstances. Also, the new NSS draft suggests that the interdepartmental committee will report on a yearly basis to the Croatian Parliament about NSS implementation. In addition, the interdepartmental committee will monitor relevant trends which may jeopardize national security and act accordingly. The NSS will be published every ten years but with the possibility for developing a new NSS after five years if current estimates require it. 42 The NSS and Subordinate National Security Documents 44 It is very difficult to imagine that the "new"
Strategic Defense Review will support the "old" NSS and NDS.
These examples show that one of the main reasons for the state of the Croatian national security documentation is the lack of political consensus and the lack of political consideration regarding security issues. The problem may also be the psychological difficulty for political leaders to contemplate failure which can be an obstacle for upcoming elections. But the accurate and effective strategic security documents are too important for the country. The political consensus is necessary because political purpose dominates all levels of strategy. 45 All strategic security documents should be timely, objective and independent of any political influence.
The political consensus for various issues depends on the political interest, but national security is above that. This paper does not attempt to solve political relationships among Croatian political parties, but it does attempt to solve the present situation regarding national security issues. The problems are not readily addressed by legislation and modification to the legislation may be needed.
Recommendations
The national security system should be organized effectively and should be politically independent as much as possible. In order to establish the strategic guidance for further development of the national security system, and to avoid the present situation in the future, this essay recommends the following:
 Six months after the parliament elections the NSS should be presented to the Croatian Parliament for adoption. The timeline and the government responsibility for development should be documented in the Defense Law.
 The establishment of a permanent board that is part of the National Security Council and which is responsible for crafting Croatian national security strategy and policy. The continual estimation of the security environment, preparing the course of action, and developing recommendations for the Croatian President, the President of the Croatian Parliament, and the Prime Minister, will be one of the most important tasks of its new operational office. 46 If the national security threat changes significantly, the government should update the NSS regardless of the prescribed timeline. This change in the Defense Law is necessary to hold all accountable.
 Six months after adoption of the NSS, the NDS and the NMS should be updated.
This timeline should also be in the Defense Law.
 The Strategic Defense Review should be presented to the Croatian government on a quadrennial basis. Also, the timeline should be in the Defense Law.
 The Long Term Development Plan and other subordinated documents should be updated accordingly on a quadrennial basis.
 The government should prepare a yearly report for the Croatian parliament about NSS implementation.
 The government should prepare the methodology for the NSS development keeping in mind that the strategy always consists of ends, ways, and means-and the focus is on how they interact synergistically with the strategic environment to produce the desired effect.
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 The Committee for Interior Politics and National Security and the Committee for
Defense of the Croatian parliament should have an active role in controlling NSS implementation. The committee's scope of work should be extended accordingly.
The frequency of publishing the security strategies and the other relevant documents submission follows the hierarchy logic of the NSS, NDS, NMS and the Strategic Defense Review. In the past, the policy makers failed to meet their own timetable, but with this recommended legislative change the improved of controlling mechanism will provide an efficient foundation for timely submission.
Just as strategy is subordinate to policy, lower levels of strategy and planning documents are subordinate to higher levels of strategy. 48 The recommendations will also establish the efficient synchronization of the timelines in order to maximize the influence of the higher strategic documents, ensuring that accurate subordinate strategies remain relevant.
The lack of an established methodology for developing the NSS has caused confusion among the members of the working group. Effective development of the NSS requires an integrated and comprehensive interdepartmental planning effort. The strategy development can benefit greatly from a healthy and robust competition of ideas. 49 These recommendations for the NSS methodology will prevent future misunderstanding of the responsibilities among the stakeholders, and will enhance critical unity of effort.
Conclusion
It is evident that in the last ten years the Croatian security environment changed more than enough requiring new NSS. The Government of the Republic of Croatia recognized that, tried to develop a new NSS, but failed. This essay found that the biggest problems for the failure were the lack of security strategy legislation and political determination to deal with security issues. The recommendations will bring authority, responsibility and priority in Croatia's national security system. It would be ideal if the Republic of Croatia enters the EU in June 2013 with an effective NSS and a strong national security system. Endnotes
